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*VII  GLOSSARY

BofA:
 

Bank of America Corporation
 

CRS:
 

The Claims Review Staff of the SEC
 

DOJ:
 

The Department of Justice of the United States
 

FCA:
 

The False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729, et seq.
 

GSE:
 

Government Sponsored Entity
 

MNI:
 

Mortgage Now, Inc.
 

RMBS:
 

Residential Mortgage Backed Securities
 

SEC:
 

The Securities and Exchange Commission of the United States
 

TCR:
 

Form TCR - Tip, Complaint, or Referral
 

*1  STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT

Petitioner John Doe #5 (“Petitioner”) does not request oral argument in this matter as he believes this Court's only recourse is
to reverse and remand due to the Respondent's inadequate record.

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

All relevant statutes and regulations will be contained in the Deferred Appendix to be submitted by the parties upon the close
of briefs.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1. In contravening its own regulations were the Agency's actions in denying the Petitioner's whistleblower award claims arbitrary
and capricious or without observance of procedure as required by law?

2. In its failure to consider the DOJ Materials from the joint Task Force were the Agency's decisions denying the Petitioner's
whistleblower award claims arbitrary and capricious, without observance of procedure as required by law or violative of
fundamental fairness owed to the Petitioner?

3. In its failure to consider “all of the relevant data,” as it was required to do, were the Agency's decisions denying the Petitioner's
whistleblower award claims arbitrary and capricious, without observance of its own procedures as required by law or violative
of fundamental fairness owed to the Petitioner?

*2  4. Did the inadequacies of the Agency's Preliminary Orders usurp the Petitioner's opportunity to substantively object,
contravening the SEC's obligation to meaningfully respond to his objections and thereby make the SEC's Final Orders arbitrary
and capricious, without observance of its own procedures as required by law or violative of fundament fairness owed to the
Petitioner?

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
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This is an appeal from final orders of the SEC which had jurisdiction, and issued its orders, pursuant to the Dodd-Frank Act.

15 U.S.C. § 78u-6. The SEC's orders disposed of all issues and are ripe for appeal. This Court has jurisdiction to review the

SEC's final orders pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(f).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Petitioner is a “Whistleblower” in the above identified SEC rulings under review. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(a)(6). The agency issued
preliminary orders denying all whistleblower claims for awards in both of the underlying agency actions with no reference to
its record and only a bare recitation of the relevant statute as explanation for the basis of its denials. Petitioner requested from
the SEC the documents and other matters it relied upon as its record for its preliminary decisions. The SEC refused to provide
Petitioner with the materials requested, except that it agreed to provide certain materials enumerated in 17 C.F.R. 240.21F-12(a).
Thereafter, the Petitioner timely appealed the agency's *3  preliminary orders, albeit without full knowledge of the basis for
or the record of the SEC's preliminary denials, including whether the documents, interviews and materials submitted by the
Petitioner (at the request of the SEC) to DOJ as lead agency in the joint Task Force investigating BofA (in which the SEC
was participating) were included in the record or reviewed by the SEC. On December 5, 2019, the SEC issued final Orders
in the above rulings under review; again, denying the Petitioner's claims for award. Within its final Orders, the SEC, for the
first time, notified the Petitioner that it had not and would not review the documents, interviews and other matters submitted
by the Petitioner to the BofA joint Task Force.

The Petitioner has appealed these final agency rulings directly to this Court pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 78u-6(f).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

This is an appeal of the SEC's Final Orders denying Petitioner's claims for a whistleblower's awards in the two above-captioned
actions. The Final Orders are fatally flawed because the SEC refused to consider materials Petitioner provided to DOJ (the “DOJ
Materials”), even though DOJ was working with the SEC in a joint task force investigating BofA, and the DOJ Materials were
provided to DOJ at the direction of SEC agents. The SEC's failure to consider the DOJ Materials is contrary to its own regulations
and to common-sense notions of fundamental *4  fairness. Worse, the SEC failed to inform Petitioner either of: a) its reasons
for denying his application; or b) that it would not consider the DOJ Materials until issuance of its Final Determinations. This
deprived Petitioner of any chance to identify and lodge meaningful objections. Thus, the SEC acted arbitrarily and capriciously
for at least three reasons: 1) it contravened its own regulations by refusing to consider the DOJ Materials; 2) in its failure to
consider the DOJ Materials the SEC failed to consider “all of the relevant data” as it was required to do; and 3) the inadequacies
of the SEC's Preliminary Orders usurped the Petitioner's opportunity to substantively object, contravening the SEC's obligation
to meaningfully respond to his objections.

Had the SEC properly considered the DOJ Materials, it would have concluded that Petitioner had “materially contributed to
the success of” an already existing investigation. Had the Preliminary Orders informed Petitioner of the Commission's failure
to consider the DOJ Materials or of any of its other objections, Petitioner would not have been deprived of the opportunity
to substantively object.

Finally, even limiting review to the items considered by the Commission, the Final Orders are unsupported by the record.
Therefore, they are arbitrary and capricious.

*5  STANDARD OF REVIEW

This Court's review of the SEC's final Orders and sufficiency of record is authorized under to 5 U.S.C. § 706. The standard
for review of the SEC final Orders and the sufficiency of its record is whether the agency action(s), findings and conclusions
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are “(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law; ... [or] (D) without observance

of procedure required by law; ....” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) & (D).

STANDING

Petitioner is a “Whistleblower” in the above identified SEC rulings under review. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(a)(6). He has standing

to file petitions for review of the agency's final rulings directly to this Court pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(f).

ARGUMENT

A. Facts and Procedural History

1. Background and BofA's Underlying Conduct

Petitioner John Doe (Claimant #5) is the president and owner of MNI, a company that originated and sold residential mortgage
loans to Countrywide and later, its successor BofA, during the years culminating in the housing crisis of last decade. MNI was
a “correspondent lender,” meaning a lender with a standing arrangement to sell mortgages en masse to BofA for cash plus a set
portion of the servicing profits. In conducting MNI's business, Petitioner learned that from at *6  least 2007 until at least 2011,
BofA forced its correspondent lenders to “compensate” it for loans that had defaulted, by demanding that they originate and sell
still more loans to BofA at ever cheaper prices, in deals known formally as “Mandatory Forward Loan Volume Commitments”
and colloquially as “cruncher deals.” Predictably, some of those loans would also default, starting the cycle anew.

The inevitable consequence of cruncher deals was that lenders had to sell more and more loans to BofA at ever-more-dubious
levels of quality. BofA then misrepresented the quality of those loans to various entities: investors who had purchased them
in securitized offerings issued by Countrywide or BofA; GSEs who had purchased them either directly or in securitized form;
and monoline insurers, who acted as guarantors to the securitized offerings. GSEs and monoline insurers could contractually
require BofA to repurchase loans that did not conform to agreed-upon underwriting standards, so BofA also deceived its own
investors by falsely assuring them that it had taken adequate reserves to account for that possibility.

2. Petitioner's Assistance to the Task Force

On December 6, 2011, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6, Petitioner submitted a TCR to the SEC outlining, inter alia, BofA's
practice of forcing correspondent lenders into cruncher deals to provide BofA ever greater quantities of loans. SEC *7
Designated Record (“SEC Rec.”) Documents 8, 9. The TCR enumerated the following salient facts: a) BofA's practice was to
demand repayment from correspondent lenders when BofA had notice of a “potential demand for repayment” by a counter-
party, rather than when repayment was agreed to; and b) under that practice, BofA had recouped from correspondent lenders
approximately $12 billion, of which it used $3 billion to “settle” claims with GSEs. Id. The remaining $9 billion it claimed as
income, rather than as a contingent liability or a reserve. Id. Petitioner's TCR thereby informed the SEC that: a) BofA's appetite
for loans was rapacious and unsustainable; b) BofA, by its own admission, had reason to believe that approximately $12 billion
in repurchase demands was on the horizon; and c) BofA had recouped $12 billion from correspondent lenders to deal with those
demands, but failed to book it properly, instead reporting it as income. Id.

On April 4, 2012, Petitioner and his counsel met with agents of the SEC for approximately four hours, including Senior Counsel
Mark Harrison and Associate Director in the Atlanta Enforcement Division Aaron Lipson. At that meeting, Petitioner explained
the fraud in detail, and provided the SEC an accompanying PowerPoint. Petitioner's Record (“Pet. Rec.”), Document 1.
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In turn, the SEC agents informed Petitioner that they were part of a Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force RMBS Working
Group (the “Task Force”) *8  investigating various banks' roles in the housing crisis, including BofA. They further explained
that the Task Force included Assistant United States Attorney Kurt Myers of the Western District of North Carolina, where
BofA is headquartered, and suggested Petitioner contact Mr. Myers.

On April 11, 2012, Petitioner's counsel sent a letter to Agent Harrison requesting assurances that Whistleblower's rights under
Dodd-Frank would not be prejudiced by contacting Mr. Myers. Pet. Rec. Doc. 2. On May 16, 2012, Whistleblower's counsel
followed up with a phone call to Agent Harrison, and also informed Agent Harrison that Whistleblower was preparing a qui tam
complaint under the FCA but wanted to make sure the SEC had no objection. Pet Rec. Doc. 3. Agent Harrison responded that
the SEC had no objection and that in fact the qui tam would “help expedite things.” Id. Accordingly, Whistleblower's company,
MNI, filed a qui tam complaint under seal in the Western District of North Carolina on June 7, 2012. Pet. Rec. Doc. 4. Prior to
that filing, as mandated by statute, MNI provided the United States Attorney General and United States Attorney for the Western
District of North Carolina with a Disclosure Statement, outlining the allegations, listing potential witnesses, and describing the
evidence in MNI's possession. Pet. Rec. Doc. 5. While the qui tam sought to remedy BofA's fraud against the U.S. Treasury and
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development, its allegations arose from the same core facts as Petitioner's
*9  prior submission to the SEC alleging BofA investor and other third party misrepresentation - BofA's use of cruncher deals

to force legions of correspondent lenders to provide it with loans.

On June 13, 2012, Petitioner met with members of the Task Force, including Agents Harrison and Lipson, to discuss the

allegations contained in MNI's qui tam complaint, including the materials provided in the Disclosure Statement. 1  At that Task
Force meeting, Whistleblower provided additional supporting documentation regarding the cruncher deals and a list of witnesses
he believed should be interviewed, and spent hours explaining the mortgage industry in general and the specifics of BofA's fraud
in particular. Petitioner made clear that MNI possessed substantial additional documentation, including thousands of emails
between its own employees and BofA's, and reiterated his eagerness to help.

Throughout the next several years, the Task Force requested and received substantial assistance from Petitioner. Assistant U.S.
Attorneys Dan Ryan and Mark Odulio were in regular contact with counsel for Petitioner as the Task Force investigated his
claims, as was, less regularly, William Edgar. Ultimately, Petitioner did review, produce, and explain substantial amounts of
email related to the scheme, provided additional explanations of loan documentation, background *10  information regarding
numerous witnesses, spreadsheets full of loans that were generated pursuant to cruncher deals, and further background
information on the mechanics of the mortgage industry. He also ordered MNI's employees to fully cooperate with requests from
the Task Force - at least one of them, Laura Mann, was interviewed by the Task Force. The above actions were undertaken by
Petitioner in response to requests from the Task Force - these actions and materials are referred to herein as the “DOJ Materials.”

BofA settled Petitioner's qui tam action by paying $50 million to the United States, as part of a larger global settlement disposing
of a myriad of claims arising from BofA's part in the housing crisis. Pet. Rec. 6. As part of that global settlement, BofA also
settled the two actions brought by the SEC that are the subject of this appeal. The first, initiated on August 6, 2013 in the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of North Carolina, alleged that BofA had failed to disclose the risks of a particular RMBS
offering, BOAMS2008-A, to investors in that offering (the “RMBS Action”) SEC Rec. 4. The second action was initiated and
settled simultaneously on August 21, 2014 as an administrative proceeding before the SEC, and alleged that BofA had failed
to disclose to its own investors, and had failed to properly take reserves for, the risks in its mortgage business arising from
increased rates of repurchase demands from GSEs (including Fannie *11  Mae) and from monoline insurers (the “MD&A
Action” and, collectively with the RMBS Action, the “Covered Actions”). SEC Rec. 2.

3. Petitioner's Claim for an Award

The claims upon which the SEC settled with BofA mirror the information Petitioner provided the SEC and supported with the
DOJ Materials. Accordingly, Petitioner timely filed claims for awards in both actions. Petitioner's application explained that he
had provided SEC staff with, inter alia, concrete evidence that BofA was disputing repurchase obligations it knew to be bad,
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including specific loans regarding which HUD had contacted MNI. SEC Rec. 6, 7. Petitioner pointed out that he had seen the
effects of BofA's scheme in his capacity as a correspondent lender, and pointed out that his original submission, like the conduct
settled upon, alleged that BofA had sold an increasingly large number of bad loans, and had failed to take adequate reserves for
the bad loans. Id. Petitioner explicitly referred to MNI's qui tam action and the DOJ Materials. Id.

4. The CRS's Preliminary Denial of Petitioner's Claims

Petitioner was one of fourteen people who sought an award arising from the MD&A Action, and one of eight who made a claim
arising from the RMBS Action. On July 11, 2017, the CRS issued virtually identical Preliminary Determinations in both cases,
denying all claims. Although the Preliminary Determinations singled a few claimants out as ineligible for procedural reasons as
*12  well as on the merits, the core of each Preliminary Determination - and the only portion applicable to Petitioner - disposed

of all claims in a single oblique paragraph, as follows:
None of the Claimants provided information that led to the successful enforcement by the Commission of a federal court
or administrative action with respect to the above-referenced Notice of Covered Action, as required by Exchange Act Rules
21F-3(a)(3) and 21F-4(c), because they did not:

a. cause the Commission to (i) commence an examination, (ii) open or reopen an investigation, or (iii) inquire into different
conduct as part of a current Commission examination or investigation under Exchange Act Rule 21F-4(c)(1); nor

b. significantly contribute to the success of a Commission judicial or administrative enforcement action under Exchange Act
Rule 21F-4(c)(2).

SEC Rec. Doc. 14.

On or about August 1, 2017, Petitioner's counsel wrote to the SEC requesting the materials the CRS had relied upon in making
the Preliminary Determinations, including, inter alia, communications or other documents that would have evidenced the
Commission's coordination with DOJ or other members of the Task Force. Pet. Rec. Doc. 7. The SEC refused to provide
Petitioner with the materials requested, except that it agreed to provide certain materials enumerated in 17 C.F.R. 240.21F-12(a).
Pet. Rec. Doc. 8. The SEC did, however, reassure Petitioner that “information [he] provided to the Commission, including
documents and other Materials [], was extensively summarized for the [CRS] in memoranda *13  and other deliberative process
materials that were provided to them in connection with their review. . .” but which the SEC would not provide him. Id.

As such, the only non-public items the SEC provided that Petitioner did not himself create were the declarations of three
SEC employees: Agents Aaron Lipson, Peter Diskin, and Mark Troszak (the “Declarations”), all dated the same day as the
Preliminary Order. Agent Lipson's declaration averred that he worked on the RMBS matter, while Agents Diskin and Troszak
each stated they worked on the MD&A matter. Each declaration purported to be based upon the declarant's personal knowledge
gained by working on the relevant investigation, then stated:

The sources of my information and the bases of my beliefs are documents obtained and reviewed by myself
and other Commission staff working with me, interviews conducted by myself and other Commission staff,
and other information provided to me by staff of the Commission.

SEC Rec. Doc. 11 - 13.
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Mr. Lipson's declaration further added two other bases of his knowledge: his “review of historical Enforcement records” and
his “consultation with other Commission staff, including members of the Bank of America RMBS Investigation team and the
Bank of America MD&A Investigation team.” SEC Rec. 13.

The Troszak and Diskin Declarations generically concluded (with slight variations in language) that:
*14  To the best of my knowledge, including based on my consultation with other members of the Bank of America MD&A

Investigation team, [] the Bank of America MD&A investigation team:

a. did not use any information from Claimant five before or during the course of the Bank of America MD&A Investigation or
the subsequent enforcement action, the Bank of America MD&A Matter; and

b. do not believe that Claimant 5 assisted or contributed in any way to the Bank of America MD&A investigation or subsequent
enforcement action, the Bank of America MD&A Matter.

SEC Rec. Doc. 11, 12. Mr. Lipson's declaration similarly concluded:

The documents and information provided by Claimant five and his counsel to the Bank of America RMBS
Investigation team did not in any way assist or contribute to the Bank of America RMBS Investigation, or
the filing of the Bank of America RMBS Matter.

SEC Rec. Doc. 13. As set forth more fully below, the Declarations were devoid of any germane information. Nevertheless,
Petitioner gamely attempted to continue.

5. Petitioner's Appeal to the Commission

On December 14, 2017, Petitioner timely appealed the Preliminary Determination to the Commission, and requested the
materials relied upon by Agents Lipson, Diskin, and Troszak in the Declarations. Petitioner explicitly drew the Commission's
attention to the DOJ Materials, to his own qui tam action, and to Agent Harrison's statement that DoJ would be “taking the lead”
on behalf of the Task Force. SEC Rec. 15. Unable to determine the basis for CRS's cryptic denial of his claims, Petitioner also
attempted to reiterate his case by pointing out that he *15  had provided the SEC with the “nuts and bolts” of how the fraud
operated. Petitioner acknowledged then, as he does now, that he did not single out the BOAMS 2008-A offering (or any other
offering). However, Petitioner provided the SEC with irrefutable evidence that BofA's pipeline of residential mortgages was
increasingly derived from outside sources. Similarly, while Petitioner did not explicitly allege that Fannie Mae had increased
its repurchase demands, he provided concrete and specific examples of loans upon which BofA was disputing its repurchase
obligations, including a tutorial provided to the Task Force of how to identify such loans. And, again, Petitioner explicitly drew
the SEC's attention to the DOJ Materials.

Throughout the next twenty-four months, Petitioner's counsel routinely prompted the SEC, seeking both status updates and an
explanation as to which documents had been relied upon by the CRS. On July 10, 2019 - well after the deadline for Petitioner
to submit any additional materials - the SEC responded to Petitioner's counsel, stating that it had already provided Petitioner
with the documents relied upon by the CRS and that “to the extent any additional documents” were relied upon, they would be
made available to Petitioner at the time of the Final Order. SEC Rec. Doc. 20.
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On December 5, 2019, the Commission issued Final Orders denying Petitioner's (and all other claimants') award applications.
There, for the first time, *16  the Commission announced that it would not consider the DOJ Materials. Specifically, the Final
Orders each stated:

...Claimant 5 has not applied for any related action awards for the Covered Action, nor has Claimant 5
argued that any DOJ actions were related to the Covered Action for award purposes. Assisting a different
enforcement action conducted by another agency does not demonstrate Claimant 5's assistance with the
Covered Action. . .claimants are eligible for a whistleblower award only if they voluntarily provide original
information to the Commission that leads to a successful enforcement action. If a claimant provides
information only to another agency, even if that agency then passes it on to the Commission and the
Commission uses it, the claimant would not be eligible for an award unless the claimant (or a claimant's
representative) also provides that information directly to the Commission himself or herself. Because we
find that the Enforcement staff for the Second Track did not use the information that Claimant 5 provided
directly to the Commission, any additional information that Claimant 5 may have provided to the DOJ
does not support an award for the Covered Action.

SEC Rec. Doc. 21, 22. (Emphasis added).

Thus, after the Petitioner spent years assisting the Task Force, the SEC: failed to provide even a cursory explanation of its
Preliminary Determinations; refused to explain what materials the CRS considered in issuing those Determinations; refused to
explain what documents the Declarants had consulted; nevertheless assured Petitioner the information he provided “including
documents and other Materials” had been “extensively summarized” and reviewed; then, at the last moment informed Petitioner
that in fact the Commission had not and would  *17  not consider the DOJ Materials because (pursuant to the SEC's own
instructions) he had provided them to DOJ rather than “directly” to the SEC.

B. Legal Standard

The Order is reviewable by this Court pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(f), which provides that appeals are to be determined

“in accordance with section 706 of Title 5.” That section, in turn, provides that a “reviewing court shall [] set aside agency
action, findings, and conclusions found to be [] arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, [] otherwise not in accordance with

law ... or without observance of procedure required by law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) & (D).

“Normally, an agency [action] would be arbitrary and capricious if the agency has relied on factors which Congress has not
intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider any important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision
that runs counter to the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view
or the product of agency expertise.” Mingo Logan Coal Co. Inc. v. U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 70 F. Supp. 3d 151, 161 (D.D.C.

2014), aff'd sub nom. Mingo Logan Coal Co. v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 829 F.3d 710 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (quoting Motor Vehicle
Mfrs. Ass'n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29 (1983)) (alteration in original, additional citations
omitted). While the standard is deferential, a reviewing court should not “rubber-stamp the agency decision as *18  correct.”

Ethyl Corp. v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 541 F.2d 1, 34-35 (D.C. Cir. 1976). Rather, the Court must “engage in a ‘substantial
inquiry’ ” into the facts, one that is “ ‘searching and careful,’ ” in order to “assure itself that the agency decision was ‘based

on a consideration of the relevant factors***.’ ” Id. (citing and quoting Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe,
401 U.S. 402, 415-416 (1971)).
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C. The Commission Acted Arbitrarily and Capriciously by Refusing to Consider the DOJ Materials

The Commission's refusal to consider the DOJ Materials runs afoul of at least three principals. Agencies are obliged to: a)
follow their own rules; b) consider all of the evidence before them; and c) adhere to basic notions of fair play.

1. The Commission's Refusal to Consider the DOJ Materials is Contrary to its Own Regulations

“It is ‘axiomatic’ [] ‘that an agency is bound by its own regulations.’ ” Nat'l Envtl. Dev. Assoc.'s Clean Air Project v.

E.P.A., 752 F.3d 999, 1009 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (quoting Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. v. FERC, 613 F.2d 1120, 1135 (D.C.
Cir.1979)). “Although it is within the power of [an] agency to amend or repeal its own regulations, [an] agency is not free to

ignore or violate its regulations while they remain in effect.” Id. (quoting U.S. Lines, Inc. v. Fed. Mar. Comm'n, 584 F.2d
519, 526 n. 20 (D.C. Cir. 1978)). This is true even of “gratuitous procedural rules that limit otherwise discretionary actions.”

Steenholdt *19  v. F.A.A., 314 F.3d 633, 639 (D.C. Cir. 2003). “Thus, an agency action may be set aside as arbitrary and

capricious if the agency fails to comply with its own regulations.” Nat'l Envtl. at 752 F.3d 999, 1009 (citing Environmentel,
LLC v. FCC, 661 F.3d 80, 85 (D.C. Cir. 2011)). Here, the SEC has contravened its own Rules 21F-8 and 21F-12.

Rule 21F-8 states that in order to be eligible for an award, claimants must comply with, inter alia, Rule 21F-9, which provides
in relevant part that “[t]o be considered a whistleblower [] you must submit your information []: (1) Online, through the
Commission's Web site located at http://www.sec.gov . . .” 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-9(a). This rule does not state that the entirety
of a whistleblower's submission must be contained in Form TCR. To the contrary, the next paragraph of Rule 21F-8 governs
the later provision of materials:
(b) In addition to any forms required by these rules, the Commission may also require that you provide certain additional
information. You may be required to:

(1) Provide explanations and other assistance in order that the staff may evaluate and use the information that you submitted;

(2) Provide all additional information in your possession that is related to the subject matter of your submission in a complete
and truthful manner, through follow-up meetings, or in other forms that our staff may agree to;

17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-8(b).

*20  Similarly, Rule 21F-12 governs the materials that the Commission “may rely upon to make an award determination.” 17
C.F.R. § 240.21F-12(a). Amongst other materials, the Commission may consider “[t]he whistleblower's Form TCR [], including
attachments, and other related materials provided by the whistleblower to assist the Commission with the investigation or
examination.” Id. at (a)(2) (emphasis added). Each of these rules affirms the common-sense notion that materials provided to
the SEC outside the scope of the Form TCR are to be credited to award applicants, so long as those materials are provided in a
manner “agreed to” by SEC staff. The Commission has disregarded that notion. Not only did SEC staff “agree” to Petitioner's
provision of additional materials to DOJ, they affirmatively requested it. And, Petitioner provided “explanations and other
assistance,” and “additional information” precisely as the SEC directed - he gave it to the DOJ members of the Task Force.

The Commission's refusal to consider these efforts by Petitioner hinges on the notion that where “a claimant provides information
only to another agency, [] the claimant would not be eligible for an award unless the claimant [] also provides that information
directly to the Commission...” SEC Rec. Doc. 21, 22. But, Petitioner did not provide materials “only to another agency.” Rather,
he provided a Form TCR and limited supporting materials directly to the SEC, then complied with the SEC's directive to
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provide additional materials to DOJ, which was leading *21  a joint task force including the SEC. 2  The DOJ Materials were
provided to DOJ pursuant to the SEC's own instructions, which were issued at a meeting convened by the SEC to discuss the
information contained in Petitioner's Form TCR. Petitioner heeded those instructions, in compliance with Ruel 21-F8(b). As
such, the DOJ Materials were “provided through follow-up meetings, or in other forms that [SEC] staff [] agree[d] to” and
are part of Petitioner's submission - they should have been considered holistically with that submission by the SEC in making
its determination.

2. The Final Orders Fail to Consider All Relevant Evidence

The SEC's obligation to consider the DOJ Materials does not stem only from its own regulations. This Circuit has held that “an
agency's refusal to consider evidence bearing on the issue before it constitutes arbitrary agency action within the meaning of

§ 706 [of the APA].” Butte Cty., Cal. v. Hogen, 613 F.3d 190, 194 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (citing Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n

of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) and Comcast Corp. v. FCC, 579 F.3d 1, 8 (D.C. Cir.
2009)). As the Butte County panel explained:
This proposition may be deduced from case law applying the substantial evidence test, under which an agency cannot ignore
evidence contradicting its position. “The substantiality of evidence *22  must take into account whatever in the record fairly

detracts from its weight.” Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 487-88, 71 S. Ct. 456, 95 L. Ed. 456 (1951).
Although we are dealing with the question whether agency action is arbitrary or capricious, “in their application to the
requirement of factual support the substantial evidence test and the arbitrary or capricious test are one and the same.” Ass'n of

Data Processing Serv. Orgs., Inc. v. Bd. of Governors of Fed. Reserve Sys., 745 F.2d 677, 683 (D.C. Cir.1984); accord Am.
Radio Relay League, Inc. v. FCC, 524 F.3d 227, 243 (D.C. Cir.2008).

Id. Thus, while this Court may not “prefer [its] judgment to that of the” SEC, it nevertheless must satisfy itself that the SEC
“examine[d] the relevant data and articulate[d] a satisfactory explanation for its action including a rational connection between

the facts found and the choice made.” Commc'ns & Control, Inc. v. F.C.C., 374 F.3d 1329, 1335 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (quoting
Ca. Metro Mobile Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 365 F.3d 38, 43 (D.C. Cir. 2004)).

Just as in Butte County, the agency here has failed to conduct the required inquiry, because it disregarded “evidence bearing on
the issue before it.” Petitioner is entitled to an award if his “submission significantly contributed to the success of the action.”

17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-4. 3  Somehow, the Commission claims to have made this determination without even inquiring into what,
precisely, *23  Petitioner submitted. Indeed, despite the CRS's statement that Petitioner's materials had been “summarized
and reviewed,” and despite Petitioner's several explicit references to the DOJ Materials in applying for an award, the only
“evidence” the Final Orders address at all are the Declarations, each of which stated in conclusory fashion that “none of”
Petitioner's information had been used “in any way.” SEC Rec. 11, 12, 13. Rather than concern itself with the question of what
that information was, the Commission ignored it altogether. It is one thing to weigh evidence, quite another to simply discard
it. The Commission chose the latter route. This is beyond cavalier, and well short of the standards mandated both by the APA
and this Circuit.

3. Considerations of Fair Play Mandate the Inclusion of the DOJ Materials

Lastly, even if the Commission were not obliged to consider the DOJ Materials by virtue of the general principles outlined
above, it was obliged to do so in this case by virtue of the SEC's participation in the Task Force. The Final Orders hold that
applicants for awards will only receive credit if they provide information “directly to the Commission,” citing Rule 21F-4 as
justification. SEC Rec. Doc. 21, 22. As set forth above, Petitioner did precisely that. But even assuming arguendo he had not,
the Commission's refusal to consider the DOJ Materials at all is a step too far.
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*24  “The Commission is of course entitled to demand strict adherence to its rules, but it cannot so proclaim on the fly.
Fundamental fairness requires that an exacting application standard, enforced by the severe sanction of dismissal without

consideration on the merits, be accompanied by full and explicit notice of all prerequisites for such consideration.” Commc'ns

& Control, Inc. v. F.C.C., 374 F.3d 1329, 1336 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (citing Salzer v. FCC, 778 F.2d 869, 871 (D.C. Cir.
1985) (alterations removed)). “[E]lementary fairness requires clarity of standards sufficient to apprise an applicant of what is
expected.” Id. (quoting Bamford v. FCC, 535 F.2d 78, 82 (D.C. Cir.) cert. denied, 429 U.S. 895 (1976)). For these reasons, “an

agency changing its course must supply a reasoned analysis.” Id. at 1335-36 (quoting Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n, 463
U.S. at 57) and concluding the FCC acted arbitrarily by departing, without explanation, from its typical practice of correcting
typos on applications “without much ado.”)

The SEC cannot disregard its own participation in the Task Force. It is common for whistleblowers to deal with multiple
government agencies simultaneously - in the context of even a simple Medicare fraud case, for example, one might deal with
the local U.S. Attorney's Office, the Department of Justice, HHS, OIG, the FBI, and the Attorneys General of one or more
states. In such circumstances, it is standard practice for one agency to act as the point of contact with a whistleblower, and
disseminate materials to the others. Here, the SEC acted *25  in concert with multiple other agencies, and designated DOJ
to “take the lead.” Petitioner complied with those instructions and spent years following them. The Commission's new-found
belief - articulated for the first time in the Final Order - that Petitioner should have nevertheless sent a copy of all DOJ Materials
“directly” to the SEC is at odds with common sense. More to the point, its insistence that he should have done so against its own
instructions, and after he had spent years following those instructions, is a departure from the norm. Particularly in light of the
other Rules discussed above, it can hardly be said that the Commission provided the Petitioner with the “clarity of standards”
required to meet “elementary fairness.”

D. The Preliminary Orders and Record Are Deficient, and do not Support the Final Orders

Setting aside the Commission's refusal to consider the DOJ Materials, the anemic “Preliminary Order” provided by the CRS,
combined with the SEC's refusal to provide Petitioner with any meaningful record, are sufficient reason alone to find the Final
Orders arbitrary and capricious. The Preliminary Orders were vague and conclusory, while the “record” supplied by the SEC
in response to Petitioner's request was overly restricted and falsely characterized the materials before the CRS. Together, they
deprived Petitioner of any ability to meaningfully respond to the CRS's “findings.” Further, the Final Orders misinterpreted
even the scant evidence the Commission did consider - an issue Petitioner could have *26  remedied, had he been afforded
a meaningful opportunity to respond. This Court should remand the entire matter, and order that the SEC provide Petitioner
limited discovery.

1. The Preliminary Orders Deprived Petitioner of Any Opportunity to Respond

The facts at bar resemble those of Occidental Petroleum Corp. v. S.E.C., 873 F.2d 325 (D.C. Cir. 1989). There, Occidental
challenged the SEC's decision to release materials pursuant to a FOIA request that Occidental alleged were exempt as trade
secrets. The SEC's FOIA procedures at the time followed a two-step process similar to the one here: a party opposing release of
information would state its case for exemption to the SEC's FOIA officer, who would then issue a preliminary ruling appealable
to the SEC's General Counsel. Due to issues unique to FOIA and not relevant here, Occidental made part of its case orally,
and the following occurred:
Occidental apparently understood that the FOIA Officer would eventually respond to Occidental's supplementary oral
submissions and would give specific reasons for exempting or not exempting documents from disclosure. This, in turn, would
focus issues for appeal. The FOIA Officer, however, ultimately gave no reasons in his two-page denial of confidentiality.
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This [] illustrates a further defect in the Commission's procedures. When an appeal was taken to the General Counsel [], there was
nothing but a flat denial as to the hundreds of pages of papers ordered disclosed which Occidental claims contain confidential
commercial information. Occidental had no information as to why it had not prevailed, although it had by its written and oral
submissions made a *27  positive showing that there were grounds for continued confidential treatment.

Occidental Petroleum Corp. v. S.E.C., 662 F. Supp. 496, 498 (D.D.C. 1987), aff'd, 873 F.2d 325 (D.C. Cir. 1989). Following
the FOIA officer's preliminary finding, the SEC's General Counsel in Occidental concluded that the documents at issue were
not FOIA-exempt because they had been publicly disclosed, and Occidental appealed. The District Court, sharply critical of the
SEC's procedures, remanded, finding that the FOIA Officer's failure to explain his reasoning “hindered [Occidental's] ability
to [] appeal on a reasoned basis,” adding:
[s]ince Occidental has never had an opportunity to address the issues on appeal before the General Counsel, whose ruling
provides no basis for the Court to review the evidence underlying his ruling on a document-by-document basis, this matter must
be remanded to the SEC for further proceedings...

The FOIA Officer's initial decision in this proceeding failed to comply with § 10 [of the APA] inasmuch as it did not indicate
the supporting facts or legal conclusions relied on and therefore left Occidental without adequate notice or opportunity to be

heard on appeal to the decision maker who, again, acted without notice. See National Organization for Women v. Social

Security Administration, 736 F.2d 727, 738-41 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (per curiam) (Robinson, C.J., concurring in result); id. at
745-47 (McGowan & Mikva, JJ., concurring in result).

Occidental Petroleum Corp., 662 F. Supp. at 499. This Court affirmed, explaining:

*28  The FOIA office gave no reasons for its initial denial of confidential treatment, and if the
recommendation of the General Counsel's staff gave any such reasons, they were not communicated to
Occidental. Thus, the question of public availability was apparently brought to Occidental's attention for
the first time when the General Counsel issued his final decision. In effect, then, as the district court found,
the General Counsel ruled on a ground of which Occidental had no prior notice and to which it had had
no opportunity to respond.

Occidental Petroleum Corp. v. S.E.C., 873 F.2d 325, 342 (D.C. Cir. 1989).

Here, just as in Occidental, Petitioner has been forced to litigate with a proverbial hand tied behind his back. Petitioner began
the process by making an affirmative showing that he had assisted the SEC in resolving its cases against BofA. SEC Rec. Doc.
6, 7. The CRS responded with a bare recitation of the legal standard, and the ipse dixit that “none of the applicants” met that
standard. Although under no obligation to do so, Petitioner gave the SEC a second bite at the apple by asking it to provide
the documents it had relied upon in reaching its conclusion - essentially volunteering to do the CRS's job for it by rummaging
through the record in hopes of divining the CRS's reasoning. Rather than take Petitioner up on that offer, the SEC invoked the

deliberative process privilege (wrongly, as set forth below), and provided Petitioner with nothing but the Declarations. 4  Far
from explaining the CRS' rationale, the Declarations only raise more questions.

*29  Unsurprisingly, Petitioner was unable to divine CRS' reasoning, and was left to simply reiterate his case, attempting
to rebut hypothetical objections in lieu of responding to a properly articulated position. Ultimately, as in Occidental, the
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Commission rendered a decision based on issues that were not known to Petitioner until the Final Orders issued. Specifically,
the Commission found: a) that because the SEC staff was already “focused on” the conduct upon which it ultimately settled,
Petitioner's information did not substantially assist in the investigation - a puzzling conclusion for which the Commission
provides no explanation or authority; b) that the DOJ Materials should not be credited to Petitioner, which has been addressed
above; and c) that in the Commission's view, Petitioner had “not shown a factual nexus” between his allegations and the conduct
settled upon - a claim Petitioner strongly disputes as set forth below, and upon which he was never afforded an opportunity to
be heard. This method of “adjudication” is contrary to the most fundamental notions of fairness. As then Chief Judge Robinson
explained:

a party is entitled to know the issues on which decision will turn and to be apprised of the factual material
on which the agency relies for decision so that he may rebut it. [] The opportunity for response must come,
of course, at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner. These principles, so essential to fairness of
the proceeding and accuracy of the factfinding process, have already achieved recognition by this court....
[R]ecently, we affirmed, without comment, a District Court ruling articulating the proposition that where
no hearing of any type is required by statute, procedural fairness demands that plaintiffs be informed of the
agency's position on an issue and have an *30  opportunity to respond to the agency's contentions before
the issuance of a final determination on the issue.

Nat'l Org. for Women, Washington, D.C. Chapter v. Soc. Sec. Admin. of Dep't of Health & Human Servs., 736 F.2d 727,

739-40 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (Robinson, C.J., concurring in result) (quotations, citations omitted, edited for clarity). 5

2. The Declarations Are Defective

The Declarations provided as the “record” upon which both the Preliminary and Final Orders are based do not support those
Orders. Petitioner was unable to make this point, however, due to the flawed process described above. The Final Orders
repeatedly cite the Declarations for two propositions: a) that the SEC was already “focused on” the relevant conduct by the time
of Petitioner's submission; and b) that “none of” Petitioner's materials were used in achieving the settlements. The first point
is irrelevant. The second is unsupported by the Declarations.

Agents Diskin and Troszak each aver that the MD&A Action did not “focus on any matters related to [BofA]'s conduct towards
individual mortgage *31  borrowers,” SEC Rec. Doc. 11, 12, while Agent Lipson similarly states that “[o]utside of confirming
the accuracy of the underlying aggregated statistics used by BANA and the affiliated entities, individual loan origination or
underwriting was not relevant to the [RMBS] investigation.” SEC Rec. Doc. 13. These statements do nothing to rebut Petitioner's
submission. Petitioner's information had virtually nothing to do with BofA's “conduct toward individual mortgage borrowers,”
nor with its underwriting practices. Rather, Petitioner described and provided evidence of a systemic practice on BofA's part
that led inexorably to an increase in sub-standard loans, which it then misrepresented and sold to others - the very essence of
each of the Covered Actions.

In the SEC and Task Force meetings, interviews and follow up, it was apparent that the Petitioner's explanations of the
significance of his TCR application and the additional materials (the DOJ Materials) were catalytic to the SEC's comprehension
of the fundamentals of BofA's mischaracterized revenues, contingent liabilities and/or understated reserves. The Petitioner's
explanations, presentations and DOJ Materials provided granular data and mechanics of BofA's practice of cruncher deals,
demanding repayment upon notice of a “potential demand for repayment” and then, mischaracterizing 75% of the repayments as
revenues rather than contingent liabilities or maintaining sufficient reserves. The focus of the Petitioner's disclosures to the SEC
and its Task Force was not and has *32  never been the individual cruncher deal or singular impact upon a mortgage borrower
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but the systemic conduct of BofA in mischaracterizing its revenues, failing to maintain adequate reserves and understating its
contingent liabilities. Ultimately the final settlement in the MD&A Action and Petitioner's materials pointed to the same issues
and the same time periods - BofA's accounting treatment of its repurchase obligations in its 2009 disclosures. SEC Rec. Doc.
2, Pet. Rec. Doc. 1.

Equally problematic are the declarants' conclusions regarding Petitioner's assistance. None of the declarants claim to have
consulted with any member of the Task Force other than SEC employees. Agents Diskin and Troszak each aver that their
information is based upon their own recollections and consultation with other SEC staff. SEC Rec. Doc. 11, 12. Likewise,
Agent Lipson avers that he was part of the “RMBS Investigation team,” which he worked on “with a team of other [SEC]
enforcement staff.” SEC Rec. Doc. 13. While Agent Lipson acknowledges that this team was part of a larger Task Force known
as the “RMBS Working Group,” Id., nowhere does he claim to have consulted with any member of that group other than SEC
staff. Rather, he refers only to documents “provided to the RMBS Investigation team,” which is apparently comprised solely
of SEC enforcement staff. Id.

*33  These omissions raise an obvious question - given that Petitioner spent years providing documents and assistance to
the DOJ Members of the Task Force, how can any of the declarants know, without so much as consulting with DOJ, exactly

which information or documents they used that might have originated with Petitioner? 6  At a minimum, the SEC should have

determined the provenance of any materials it obtained from DOJ that it used in resolving the Covered Actions. 7  Similarly,
it is unclear which documents Agent Lipson believes were “provided to the RMBS Investigation team.” Petitioner, of course,
believed this characterization encompassed the DOJ Materials. The Commission has now stated otherwise via the Final Orders
- but it has done so both wrongly, and too late for Petitioner to respond. Had the CRS made these issues known to Petitioner at
the outset, he could have dealt with them below. Instead, it issued precisely the sort of “flat denial” found wanting in Occidental,
leaving Petitioner “no information as to why [he] had not prevailed.”

*34  3. The Record is Incomplete

The SEC further hamstrung Petitioner by affirmatively telling him that “information that [he] provided was extensively
summarized and provided to the [CRS] in memoranda and other deliberative process materials” it would not provide, again
leaving him unable to determine precisely which materials he was receiving credit for until the SEC's Final Orders. As an initial
matter, it is not clear that the deliberative process privilege is applicable here in the first instance.

The [deliberative process] privilege protects documents reflecting advisory opinions, recommendations
and deliberations comprising part of a process by which governmental decisions and policies are
formulated. . .To qualify for the deliberative process privilege, an intra-agency memorandum must be both
pre-decisional and deliberative. . . a document is deliberative if it is a part of the agency give-and-take--of
the deliberative process--by which the decision itself is made.

Abtew v. U.S. Dep't of Homeland Sec., 808 F.3d 895, 898-99 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (internal quotations, citations omitted).

It is true, as the Commission will undoubtedly note, that in some cases “prob [ing] the summaries of record evidence would
be the same as probing the decision-making process itself” because it would reveal which facts were deemed important by the

agency. Montrose Chem. Corp. of California v. Train, 491 F.2d 63, 68 (D.C. Cir. 1974). However, it is equally true that
“[a]nyone making a report must of necessity select the facts to be mentioned in it; but a report does not become a part of the
deliberative process merely because it contains only those *35  facts which the person making the report thinks material.”

Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Dep't of Justice, 677 F.2d 931, 935 (D.C. Cir. 1982). Thus, “when material could not reasonably
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be said to reveal an agency's or official's [] judgment, the deliberative process privilege is inapplicable.” Petroleum Info.
Corp. v. U.S. Dep't of Interior, 976 F.2d 1429, 1435 (D.C. Cir. 1992). Therefore, as at least one District Court in this Circuit has
found, the privilege does “not apply to documents over which the agency has no significant discretion.” BuzzFeed, Inc. v. U.S.

Dep't of Justice, 419 F. Supp. 3d 69, 78 (D.D.C. 2019) (citing Hardy v. Bur. of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives,
243 F. Supp. 3d 155, 173 (D.D.C. 2017)).

The SEC twice disavowed discretion in which documents are part of the record, but also refused to provide Petitioner with that
same record Pet. Rec. 8, SEC Rec. 20. Specifically, Rule 21F-12 enumerates what materials are to be considered in making
awards -- paragraph (a)(2) of that rule includes “whistleblower's Form TCR including attachments, and other related materials
provided by the whistleblower to assist the Commission with the investigation or examination.” 17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-12. If that
is so, then the SEC should have provided Petitioner with the materials it was considering, or at the least, enumerated them - this
would have allowed Petitioner to draw to the SEC's attention items he believed were missing. Instead, the Commission operated
from a record which had gaps unknown to Petitioner, acting on precepts which were never *36  articulated to Petitioner, and
then penalized Petitioner for not foreseeing and remedying those problems. Worse than the proverbial “trial by ambush” courts
have long cautioned against, this behavior is one step further - it is verdict by ambush. This is antithetical to even the most
permissive notions of justice or fundamental fairness and should not be allowed.

E. The Final Orders Are Unsupported by the Record

Finally, the Final Orders themselves are unsupported by the evidence upon which they rely. The Final Orders rely exclusively
on the Declarations and conclude that Petitioner did not substantially assist the SEC. This is an unwarranted leap of logic. As
set forth above, it is not clear what information the declarants believe the SEC to have received from Petitioner, and as such
their various conclusions that “none of” Petitioner's materials were of assistance must be discarded.

The only other fact to be gleaned from the declarations is that the SEC had already “focused on” the conduct at issue in the
Covered Actions. But this does not mean that Petitioner's assistance was not valuable. The SEC may “focus on” whatever
it likes, but at the end of the day, it must still either prove its case in court or, as happened here, provide a defendant with
sufficiently credible materials to extract a settlement. Here, no information has been made available - either to Petitioner or,
apparently, the Commission - as to what materials were used in that *37  venture. Nothing appears in the Declarations, and the
Commission cites nothing else. Whether the SEC was “focused on” the behavior is not dispositive of Petitioner's claim. The

proper analysis is a comparison of what the SEC used in achieving its settlements with what Petitioner provided. 8  Petitioner
sought the information that would have allowed him to perform precisely that analysis, and was rebuffed. It is now clear from
the Final Orders that the Commission itself also declined to perform that analysis.

The Commission's only other contentions are meritless attempts to twist Petitioner's own words against him. The Final Order in
the RMBS Action notes Petitioner's “admission” that he did not “single out particular securities.” SEC Rec. 22. This is irrelevant.
Petitioner pointed out, and provided evidence for, a pervasive scheme infecting all of the RMBSes issued by BofA during the
relevant time period. The Commission's view is akin to finding that one who reports a problem with airbags manufactured at
a particular plant should be denied an award because he fails to specify which makes and models of vehicle are affected. The
*38  problem is not in the vehicle, it is at the factory, and that is where Petitioner focused his efforts.

Similarly, the MD&A Final Order finds that Petitioner's allegations regarding BofA's failure to take proper reserves were not
helpful because Petitioner “did not mention monoline insurers, which played a major role in the case.” SEC Rec. Doc. 21.
Again, Petitioner provided specific and concrete examples of a broader practice - BofA's refusal to honor repurchase obligations
regardless their source, and its failure to alert investors of the cataclysmic storm on the horizon that stemmed from those
obligations. And, again, Petitioner provided specific and concrete examples of the mechanics of that scheme. The SEC's attempts
to split hairs on this point should be disregarded.
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CONCLUSION

The SEC has committed a multitude of both factual and procedural errors in this case, in contravention both of its own regulations
and the law of this Circuit. This matter should be remanded to the SEC, with instructions sufficient to prevent a similarly
unfortunate series of mis-steps. In particular, the SEC should provide to Petitioner, at a minimum, an index or other accounting
of the documents, information, and other materials it believes were of importance in resolving these matters, and should be
instructed to determine which of those materials it received  *39  from Petitioner or as part of its participation in the Task
Force. To the extent that the CRS again denies Petitioner's claims, it should provide him with sufficient information to formulate
a reasoned response.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/Clifford C. Marshall, Jr.

CLIFFORD C. MARSHALL, JR.

MARSHALL ROTH & GREGORY, PC

90 SOUTHSIDE AVENUE, STE. 100

ASHEVILLE, NC 28801

(828) 281-2100

ROLAND W. RIGGS (Admission Pending)

KREINDLER & ASSOCIATES

120 WEST 18TH STREET, STE 6B

NEW YORK, NY 10011

(713)647-8888

Footnotes

1 Also present were DOJ Senior Trial Counsel William Edgar, U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Carolina Anne
Tompkins, Special Assistant U.S. Attorney Lisa Bellamy, and Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark Odulio (Mr. Myers had left
the task force by the time of the meeting).

2 Nor was this directive an off-hand remark by the SEC's agents. As reflected in the Friedman email, Agent Harrison
actively sought the advice of other SEC employees on the issue, and stated that a qui tam action would “help expedite
things.”

3 The Final Orders spill much ink explaining that the Commission had already begun its investigation by the time of
Petitioner's submission. But the orders utterly fail to address whether Petitioner's information “significantly contributed”
to that investigation, other than to breezily state that the SEC was already “focused on” certain conduct when the
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Petitioner made his submission. The fact that an investigation may already be “focused on” certain conduct does not
mean Petitioner's materials could not have “significantly contributed” to that investigation.

4 Given that they are all dated the same day as the Preliminary Orders, it is not even clear that the Declarations were
before the CRS when its decision was made.

5 The majority's concurrence recognized the validity of Chief Judge Robinson's reiteration of this Court's procedural
fairness requirements but found it inapplicable to the matter before it, noting that “the first-level decision maker [] wrote
at length to support his conclusion that most of the materials are exempt from disclosure. Surely that explanation provided

some focus for the companies' appeal to the second-level decision maker.” Nat'l Org. for Women, Washington, D.C.
Chapter v. Soc. Sec. Admin. of Dep't of Health & Human Servs., 736 F.2d 727, 746 (D.C. Cir. 1984). Here, the SEC's
preliminary order offered no such exposition or guidance. Petitioner was not afforded a meaningful “opportunity to

respond to the agency's contentions before the issuance of a final determination on the issue.” Id. at 739.
6 It is true that Agents Diskin and Lipson met with Petitioner early in the process, but this only further muddies the waters,

leaving it unclear whether the declarants are considering only the materials provided at those initial meetings, or the
entirety of the materials Petitioner provided, including the DOJ Materials.

7 This is not some Herculean task. The SEC's own regulations state that it will do exactly this in other contexts. See 17
CFR 240.21F-4(b)(5) & 17 CFR 240.21F-11(c). It appears that the SEC only failed to do so here because of its wrongful
belief that the DOJ Materials should not be considered at all.

8 Petitioner's August 1, 2017 letter asked the Commission for communications between itself and BofA leading to the
settlement of the actions. Pet. Rec. 7. Had Petitioner been provided those materials, he could have attempted to compare
the documents he provided to those used by the SEC during its negotiations. Whatever other confidentiality issues those
documents might have raised, they were plainly not part of the “deliberative process,” which is the only privilege the
SEC invoked in its response.
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